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 Guests at the La Luna dinner waited eagerly for the celestial guest of honour    

  to make an appearance at this magnificent event, which renowned chef 

Jacques Erasmus created at the Avondale Wine Estate in Paarl

PhotograPhs  jan ras  Production sumien brink  text annette klinger

This page: Chef Jacques Erasmus’s rainbow trout 
gravadlax and pineapple carpaccio was paired  

with Avondale’s Camissa. Opposite: The effervescent 
fountain at the entrance to the tasting room is 
reminiscent of a popping Champagne bottle. 
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         o say that Avondale proprietor 
and viticulturist Johnathan Grieve is 
moonstruck is an understatement. In fact, 
the Earth’s satellite dictates just about 
every moment of his working day on 
the estate in the Cape winelands. He 
has patented a farming process called 
BioLOGIC – a combination of organic, 
biodynamic and scientific practices –  
and he looks to the moon to produce  
the best-quality organic vineyards he 
possibly can. 

According to Johnathan, the full 
moon, for example, is the best time 
to feed his vines with a concentrated 
seawater formulation, while he finds 
that the period of the descending moon 
is the ideal time to transplant vines. All 
of this is based on a celestially inspired 
planting and harvesting calendar that was 
first devised by German biodynamics 
guru Maria Thun, who divided the 

Above: Built on an old riverbed, the cellar at La Luna oozes atmosphere courtesy of high vaulted ceilings and was the venue for this year’s inaugural La Luna dinner. Opposite, clockwise 
from top left: Avondale's owner and viticulturist Johnathan Grieve with Nic Hodgson; the estate's entrance; waitrons Trust Muvavarirwa and Tazleem Hoosain made sure guests’ glasses 

stayed topped up; pianist Albert Combrink tickled the ivories while guests arrived; the first course was herbed fillet of rabbit with creamed iceberg lettuce and peas. 

12 constellations into “root”, “fruit”, 
“leaf” and “flower” days. According to 
Johnathan, wines even taste different 
on these respective days. On a root day, 
for example, wine will taste earthy and 
won’t have a lot of aroma, on a leaf day 
it will show a distinct minerality and, on 
a flower day, the wine will come into its 
own and generally be favoured by all.

Given this preoccupation with all 
matters lunar, it should come as no 
surprise that the estate hosts an annual 
celebration titled La Luna – a stylish 
wine-and-dine showcase that takes place 
during the full moon. 

On the day of the most recent event, 
however, it is uncharacteristically overcast 
and the moon is nowhere to be seen 
as dusk descends. There are nervous 
whispers as the stylishly dressed guests 
arrive in the entrance hall: “What if the 
moon doesn’t come out?” Luckily, a 

soothing soundtrack of live piano music 
and ice-cold glasses of the estate’s Armilla 
Blanc de Blanc bubbly soon dissipate 
any stress about cosmic matters before all 
convened move down to the cellar where 
the feast is being served.

There is a pleasant fragrance of must 
in the cavernous space, which oozes 
atmosphere courtesy of high vaulted 
ceilings, stone pillars, moss-covered 
walls and more oak barrels than you 
can shake a stick at. A long wooden 
table, surrounded by mismatched riempie 
chairs, is dressed in unbleached raw linen 
and minimally adorned with a row of 
flickering candles. 

The chef for the evening is Jacques 
Erasmus from the celebrated Hemelhuijs 
restaurant in Cape Town. “In keeping 
with the pared-down décor, the food is 
simple and inspired by the produce you’ll 
find on the farm,” he says. True to his 

“In keeping with the pared-down decor, the food is simple and inspired by 
the produce you'll find on the farm” – Jacques Erasmus
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“As the guests tuck into the cheese course and savour glasses of 
Avondale Navitas, the topic of conversation, unsurprisingly, 

revolves around the moon” 

word, the first course of creamed iceberg 
lettuce with garden peas and a rabbit 
fillet is refreshingly unfussy yet delicious, 
and it sings when paired with the farm’s 
Anima Chenin Blanc. During the course 
of the dinner, Johnathan intermittently 
explains the significance of each of the 
estate’s wine names. He says the Anima 
refers to the vital life force and perfectly 
complements the ethos of the estate, 
which is “terra est vita”, which means 
“soil is life”. Cyclus, a luscious blend of 
Viognier, Chardonnay, Roussanne and 
Chenin Blanc paired with panfried veal 
with crab butter and Parmesan, refers 
to the universal energy of the vortex, 
while Samsara, the spicy Shiraz that 

complements the smoked springbok loin 
with juniper-orange glaze and black garlic 
risotto, speaks to the notion of rebirth and 
bears an illustration of the Celtic tree of 
life on its label. 

The wine flows and the conversation 
is animated when Johnathan gets up to 
do what must be the best party trick 
ever. He asks for a volunteer from the 
audience, then reads the guest’s energy 
using dousing rods. After a round of 
spontaneous applause, he explains that he 
uses the practice of dousing to establish 
the health of the different vineyard 
blocks on the 300-hectare estate – quite 
unorthodox, one might say but who’s to 
judge when the wine is so delicious?

After the blackened breast of quail and 
cauliflower-nougat purée has been served 
and enjoyed with La Luna’s Bordeaux 
blend, the guests make their way upstairs 
to a small amphitheatre around a pond, 
where a scattering of tea lights twinkle 
and a cellist serenades the gathering. 

As the guests tuck into the cheese 
course and savour glasses of Avondale 
Navitas, the topic of conversation, 
unsurprisingly, revolves around the 
moon. In due time, the guest of honour 
makes its way from behind the gossamer 
clouds and casts a bewitching glow on 
its admirers. A fashionably late arrival, for 
sure, but definitely worth the wait. W
www.avondalewine.co.za

This page, clockwise from above left: Smoked springbok loin with juniper-orange glaze and black garlic risotto; Jonathan Grieve explained the significance of each wine's name 
throughout the dinner; blackened breast of quail was paired with a cauliflower-nougat purée. Opposite: As guests gathered outside for the cheese course, the elusive celestial guest  

of honour made a fashionably late appearance.
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